SUPPORTING THE UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (UNSDG)

-Climate Action- Carbon Reduction-

CO2 Emissions Permit - Catalog Hello, and welcome…
Here at MLGM we are tackling Global Warming and the Climate Crisis head-on and invite
you to participate by taking control of your carbon emissions/footprint.
Our Clean Energy Carbon Credit (CECC) CO2 emissions permits are available for personal
carbon reduction, home carbon reduction, and business carbon reduction.
Permits are available in 6 different packages. 1/2 tonne, 1 tonne, 2 tonnes, 6 tonnes, 10
tonnes, 20 tonnes. Ranging from £25 upto £1,000 (larger amounts are available).
*The tonne is a metric unit of mass equal to 1,000 kilograms (2,205 pounds). One tonne of
CO2 occupies 556.2m³ of volume. The UK's per-capita CO2 emissions in 2020, at 5.3tCO2,
are above the global average (4.8 in 2019) and India (2.0), but below the EU average (7.0)
and the figure for China (7.2) or the US (16.6).
Currently all packages include CECC crypto tokens to the value of the permit. With CECC
you are not only lowering your carbon footprint you are compensated for taking this
positive action. We foresee the CECC crypto token increasing in value.
One CECC token is currently valued at £0.50 (GBP). So for example, purchase a £100
permit and you will receive £100 worth of CECC tokens which is currently 200 CECC tokens.
The 200 crypto tokens would then be deposited directly into your waves wallet (normally
within 24 hours). More info on using the waves exchange.

We also offer a Centralized
‘In-House’ Management Service.
1. Simply purchase any CECC CO2 emissions permits ‘Package’.
2. You will receive the CECC CO2 emissions permit
(digital download from the member’s area).
3. When you're ready to 'cash-in' your tokens all you need to do is fill out a short form.
4. The MLGM team will then proceed and sell your tokens on the waves exchange on
your behalf.
5. You get paid the ‘on-the-day’ market value of the token minus our 5% handling fee.
6. We will then forward the cash to your chosen payment option (as entered when
registering).

*The fee for the In-House service is currently 5%.
The choice is entirely yours. There is an option for everyone no matter your budget (FREE to
open an account). You can start creating your very own Carbon Footprint Fund in minutes!

CECC CO2 Emissions Permit
Permits are available in 6 different packages: 1/2 tonne (£25), 1 tonne (£50),
2 tonnes (£100), 6 tonnes (£300), 10 tonnes (£500), 20 tonnes (£1000).
(You will receive a digital download with full instructions immediately after purchasing)

Click on any image below to make a purchase at our secure online STORE

CECC ‘gift certificates’ can also be purchased at our secure online STORE
https://mlgmhub.com/store…also from our Affiliate partners.

Future Generations…

The more people we have participating in the
CECC Co2 Emissions program, and indeed our
CEECO ‘Clean Energy Economy,’ the quicker we
can help make real changes to our planet,
promote equality, and build a better world!
You might choose to live a more active and sustainable lifestyle (new eco-friendly house,
new car, change work practices, relocate, maybe review your health and nutrition
options?). Whatever you choose you’ll be giving Mother Nature a helping hand to establish
a healthy environment once again.
We look forward to you taking part.
Best regards
Ronnie Tutt, Founder, MLGM-CEECO
Sustainability Management – Sustainability Finance
MLGM Office tel: 01903 297 181 (UK)
Support ticket: www.mlgmhub.com
Email: support@mlgm.org
To activate your FREE Customer account click here
To activate your FREE Affiliate Partner account click here

MAXLIFE GLOBAL MANAGEMENT®

Sustainable LifeStyle Development is what we do…
This includes developing and funding environmental
projects that support clean energy, carbon offsetting,
and carbon capture. Carbon credits are issued in the
form of a CECC (Clean Energy Carbon Credit) CO2
emissions permit. Each permit incorporates a number
of CECC Crypto tokens. Permits are made available to
both individuals and business.

**Launching Soon!...the new ’U’ CRYPTO TOKEN

Promoting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
(there are 17 goals). Register for the latest news...ICO, Private sale,
Airdrops. Become an Investor, or join our Affiliate Partner program,
become a Customer, or join and just be a good friend!

FOR THOSE WANTING TO DO MORE…
BECOME A SUSTAINABILITY PLUS COMMITMENT MEMBER

MLGM: Committed to the United Nations
17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (UNSDGs)
GOAL 1: NO POVERTY. GOAL 2: Zero Hunger. GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being. GOAL 4: Quality Education.
GOAL 5: Gender Equality. GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation. GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy. GOAL 8: Decent Work
and Economic Growth. GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure. GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality. GOAL 11: Sustainable
Cities and Communities. GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production. GOAL 13: Climate Action. GOAL 14: Life Below
Water. GOAL 15: Life on Land. GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions. GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal.

Opportunity To Participate in the Clean Energy ECOnomy ’CEECO’
Clean & Renewable Energy (Solar, Hydrogen, Electric, Wind Farms,) - Peatlands Maintenance - Climate Action - Reforestation – Replanting - Carbon Footprint Offsetting - Animal Welfare - Animal
Farming Practices - Sustainable Lifestyle Education – Promote FREEDOM & End Global Poverty!

www.MLGM.org
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